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Executive summary
This document is the final product of the “Backing Business” project
by Urbanworks that took place from September to December of 2014.
The aim of the project is to promote local economic development in
the Wellington West Business Improvement Area (WWBIA) through
programming initiatives. The report is intended to provide strategies
for the   WWBIA to strengthening its relationship with the business
community, thereby fostering the neighbourhood as a premier shopping, food and arts destination in Ottawa’s west end.
The study began with an overview of the legal framework that governs
the political organization of the BIA, namely city zoning bylaws, relevant provincial acts and municipal plans. Following this, Urbanworks
undertook research and analysis on a variety of demographic factors
concerning the WWBIA and its surrounding catchment area. Using a
comprehensive approach to studying the neighbourhood provided Urbanworks the foundation to better align the proposed recommendations to the Wellington West locale.
In preparation for delivering the set of recommendations to the WWBIA, Urbanworks also analyzed the commercial character of the area.
To gain an understanding of the Wellington West business community,
the client provided an extensive census database of all existing commercial enterprises within the BIA. The census was mapped according
to various factors. Using this analysis, Urbanworks identified some key
features of the area, namely:
• High active transit rates among neighbourhood residents;
• Large retail, restaurant, and professional service sectors;
• A noticeable emphasis on the arts community;
• A concentration of businesses requiring a storefront along Wellington Street West;
• A “village feel,” characterized by small storefronts and eclectic
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business mix; and
• Accelerated development interest due to transportation investment in the area.
The spatial analysis process showed that the WWBIA includes three
distinct areas. These are Wellington Village (Western portion of Wellington Street West), the central portion of the neighbourhood near
the intersection at Hinton Ave and Parkdale Market (a transition area
that is officially part of Hintonburg), and Hintonburg (eastern portion
of Wellington Street West). These areas were used to present a clearer
and more defined depiction of the WWBIA.
Following the situational analysis, Urbanworks researched programming best practices in business organizations throughout Canada, the
United States, and England. The overarching themes of successful case
studies include:
• Leveraging the strengths of the existing business community;
• Communication tools within the business community;
• Opportunities for collaboration and networking among business owners; and
• A strong relationship with the City.
Using these themes to base the preliminary selection of recommendations, Urbanworks presented a series of programming best practices to
BIA members in a consultation sessions in Ottawa to further refine its
recommendations based on feedback from participants.
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The final output is a set of seven recommendations for programming
that are designed to respond to the issues and interests expressed by
the business owners and the BIA. These recommendations are:
• Promotional bags
• Social events
• Seminars for members
• Community event kit
• First Thursdays expansion
• Development updates
• Member outreach
These recommendations provide practical strategies that the WWBIA
can apply to guide the neighbourhood’s growing local economy, and to
amend salient issues within the community. Namely, there is extensive
and pronounced concern regarding the emotional and physical disconnect between Hintonburg and Wellington Village, the lack of business
owner outreach and engagement from the BIA, and adapting to the
rapidly developing neighbourhood.
Throughout the project, Urbanworks has identified key recommendations and issues that reflect the current state of the Wellington West
business community. With diligence, the WWBIA ought to incorporate
the recommendations into their mandate and address outstanding issues voiced by stakeholders. In guiding the economic development of
Wellington West, the WWBIA must exercise equal consideration and
support to all business owners, thereby fostering the WWBIA as an organization that businesses community are proud to identify with.
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enthusiasm, and comments throughout the project
period. The same thanks are extended to Michel
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this report would not have been possible without the
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The Urbanworks team is composed of Nour El-Saheb,
Angie Ning, Jordan Rockerbie, and Eleni Taye.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

1.2 Mandate

Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) were created by the Province of
Ontario as a means for business and commercial property owners to
promote economic development in their neighbourhood or district.
BIAs are able to engage in beautification efforts, revitalize and maintain infrastructure, engage in marketing and promotion, co-ordinate
events, and act as a singular voice for the business community.

It is important for the WWBIA to be proactive in engaging all of its members in the promotion of the neighbourhood. To develop a more complete understanding of its members, the WWBIA contracted Creative
Neighbourhoods to complete a survey of all non-residential locations
within its geographic boundaries. Using this information, the WWBIA
requested thematic maps of business clusters in order to gauge the
spatial structures and relationships found within the local economy.

The Wellington West Business Improvement Area (WWBIA) was formed
in 2008 to provide a voice for the business community during streetscape reconstruction. As one of eighteen Business Improvement Areas
in the city of Ottawa, the WWBIA now engages in the promotion of
Wellington West as a destination for shopping, eating, and the arts.
The WWBIA consistently identifies itself as including the neighbourhoods of Wellington Village and Hintonburg. The differences between these two neighbourhoods can be clearly seen along the
main commercial artery, Wellington Street West. The progression
along Wellington Street West also shows a distinctive commercial
cluster in each neighbourhood. Several other BIAs operate adjacent to the
WWBIA: and Preston Street (Little Italy) BIA and Somerset-China Town
BIA to the east, and the Westboro Village BIA to the west.
An emerging neighbourhoud is the Bayview Station District, a mixeduse development that will form “the western gateway to Ottawa’s
downtown.”   As such, strengthening and defining the role of the Wellington West BIA is important in maintaining the prominence of Wellington Street West.
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WWBIA also requested a set of recommendations, to be proposed to
business owners, to improve the effectiveness of the association, the
bottom-line of individual businesses, and the shopping environment for
residents and visitors. The WWBIA would like to know where it stands
among other BIAs: does the WWBIA do enough to create a vibrant
business community? What can it learn from other BIAs in Ottawa, the
province of Ontario, and beyond? Research of best practices will form
an integral portion of this project. This knowledge and  understanding
of the WWBIA’s membership will influence future programming and
events in the neighbourhood.
Urbanworks developed a set of recommendations that would enhance
the BIAs role within the business owner community. Development
recommendations required analyzing the survey prepared by Creative
Neighbourhoods over the summer of 2014, to show the business mix
in Wellington West as well as significant clusters of commercial activity.
Data from outside sources has been used to complement this survey
and provide additional context.
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1.3 Approach
A variety of research and analysis methods were used to fulfil the project mandate, including a review of best practices, cluster analysis, and
qualitative analysis. Our team believes that an intersectional approach
was necessary to fully understand the current context of Wellington
West and suggest positive changes.
Two main streams of research and analysis occured simultaneously
throughout the project: spatial analysis and document review. Stakeholder input, acquired through consultation and focus groups, formed
an integral part in the development of the final recommendations to
the WWBIA.

Urbanworks consulting
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2.1 Context Legal framework
Municipal Act
A Business Improvement Area (BIA) is a body established by a municipality using the specific business improvement area provisions in the
Ontario Municipal Act of 2001. Business and property owners or other
citizens can request that a BIA be designated by a municipal bylaw. The
legislation states they are local boards, which makes it easier for the
municipality to address local concerns.

ceives written objections from at least a third of the people entitled
to be notified about the change.The municipality is also in charge of
funding the BIA; it can opt for a levy system or another system. In the
case of the Wellington West BIA, in 2013, it had a budget of $268,900
for the year, paid mainly through a levy. Its budget was comparable to
Barrhaven and Kanata North BIAs in this fiscal year.

A BIA is governed by a board of management. A board of management
is composed of one or more directors who are appointed by the municipality and the other directors are selected by the members of the
BIA through a vote or are appointed by the municipality. The board
of management “promotes the area” and oversees the “improvement,
beautification and maintenance of municipally-owned land, buildings
and structures” and builds on improvements or changes provided by
the city.

In terms of limitations, the Board of Management cannot spend any
money unless it is included in the approved budget submitted to the
municipality or in a reserve fund established under Section 417 of the
Municipal Act, as long as the Board has the approval of the municipality
to use the funds for the expense. The Board also must get the approval
of the municipality before it incurs any debt extending beyond the current year and it is not permitted to borrow money outside of its budget.

The members of a BIA are individuals with property that is subject to
property taxes and also tenants of properties within the area of the
BIA. Each member of a BIA has one vote (regardless of the number of
properties that the member owns or leases in the area). The municipality can veto a person elected to the BIA and can fill vacancies.
In most matters, the BIA is beholden to the municipality and the municipality has final say. The BIA Board is responsible for preparing and
adjusting the budget, and the municipality must approve it. As well,
under the Act, a municipality designates a BIA and has the power to
change its boundaries (but must notify the Board if it does). The municipality must provide notice to the BIA board and to the members
of the old BIA and to the proposed new members within the changed
boundaries. A municipality cannot change the BIA boundaries if it re-
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In undertaking debt, the Ontario Municipal Board Act also states that
the municipality or BIA board cannot authorize any work if any portion
of the cost of the work will have to be raised after the term for the
current council or board was elected for has ended. A BIA board is also
required to submit an annual report with audited financial statements
to the municipal council.
If a by-law creating a BIA under subsection 204 (1) is repealed, the BIA
board of management is then dissolved and the assets and liabilities
of the board become the assets and liabilities of the municipality. Ultimately, the municipality has the ability to make the final decision in
many matters concerning BIAs.
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Figure 1 Context map showing Wellington West and surrounding area
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2.1 Context Legal framework
Zoning
Traditional Main Street (TM)

General Industrial (IG)

The majority of the property fronting Wellington Street West is zoned
as ‘Traditional Main Street’ (TM). This zoning extends from Island Park
Drive to Breezehill Avenue North. According to The City of Ottawa, the
purpose of the traditional main street is to “accommodate a broad
range of uses”. This includes office, shopping, services and institutional
uses. TM zoning is also intended to promote compact, mixed use development that allows for accessibility with active transit modes. Notably,
this zoning designation does not support auto-related uses, thus further development of businesses in this sector is prohibited in this zone.
TM zoning aims to ensure consistency in scale and character, including
apartment buildings. The zoning category also recognizes the function
of Business Improvement Areas in achieving a consistent character. As
well, there are some sections of Wellington West that are zoned as
open space or institutional, corresponding to their existing usage.

The tip of the BIA area nearest Lorretta Avenue is zoned as ‘General
Industrial’. This area permits production studios, research and development, and technology-related uses as well as small-scale retail. It also
allows auto-related usages, and thus could potentially attract auto-related businesses off Wellington West to this area. Although this area is
dominated by art-related businesses, this zoning designation does not
put any precedence on this type of land use.

Mixed-Use Centres (MC) and Local Commercial (LC)
The upper boundaries of the BIA near Scott Street are zoned ‘MixedUse Centres’ (MC). Similar to the ‘Traditional Main street’ designation,
MC zoning is meant to accommodate a combination of transit-supportive uses such as offices, institutional buildings, community recreation
centres, a variety of retail uses, as well as restaurants and personal
service businesses. It also permits high- and medium-density residential uses. Throughout WWBIA, there are small areas zoned as ‘Local
Commercial’ (LC) which permit small convenience and service uses that
meet the needs of teh immediate surrounding residences.
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Residential (Rx)
The residential zones immediately surrounding Wellington Street West
are zoned R4 and R3. These residential zoning designations permit a
range of residential building forms; R3 allows residences that range
from detached houses to townhouses (the R3 zoning has a maximum
building height of 12m). The R4 zoning designation includes these residence types and also permits low-rise apartment buildings, and limits
building height to 15m. These designations permit ancillary uses to the
principal residential use, including home-based businesses as well as
bed-and-breakfasts, though these must retain the residential character
of these areas.
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Figure 2 Zoning map
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2.2 Context Relevant planning documents
A series of plans and studies were completed, aimed at supporting the
ongoing development of Wellington West and surrounding neighbourhoods. These documents helped inform and shape a local economic
development strategy aimed at strengthening the Wellington West BIA
as a premier shopping, food and arts destination, and contribute to the
liveability of the communities which are located within the BIA, namely  Hintonburg and Wellington Village. A summary of each of the key
documents is provided.

Ottawa 20/20 Official Plan
Adopted in 2003, the Official Plan (OP) provides a vision of the future
growth of Ottawa  and a policy framework to guide physical development to the year 2031. It designates Wellington Street West as a traditional Main Street corridor, and provides a Secondary Plan to guide
its design and development. The OP established a set of overarching
principles to guide development to create:
• A caring and inclusive city, where people feel safe; have access
to basic daily needs and senior services; have an opportunity to
be engaged in their communities; and respect and celebrate cultural and social diversity.
• A creative city rich in heritage and unique in identity, with vibrant local arts; a strong cultural presence in every community;
heritage and cultural preservation; and a distinct rural countryside.
• A green and environmentally-sensitive city, with a green network, where natural habitats and resources are protected, urban
sprawl is avoided, and active and public transit is encouraged.
• A city of distinct, liveable and complete communities, each with
their own identities, are easily accessible and barrier-free, and
are aesthetically appealing.
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• A prosperous, innovative city with strong export-based economic generators, local business opportunities, and thriving rural
economy, that connects Ottawa’s skilled workforce with employment and business opportunities.
• A responsible and responsive city that is accountable and fiscally responsible, has an open and participatory process that supports collaboration and public awareness.
• A healthy and active city where citizens have access to community facilities and services, and can participate in recreational and
sport activities.
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Transportation Master Plan
Finalized in 2013, the Transportation Master Plan (TMP) supports the
principles set out in Ottawa 20/20 Official Plan. Plans developed to
support the TMP are the Ottawa Pedestrian Plan, Ottawa cycling Plan
and Ottawa Light Rail Transit Project. Key themes discussed in the TMP
include:
• Creating a supportive built environment by ensuring land use
supports transportation objectives through planning tools, TODs,
and parking management
• Maximizing walkability by expanding the pedestrian network,
creating pedestrian friendly environments, improving pedestrian
safety and promoting walking
• Developing a cycling city by strengthening and expanding the
cycling network, making cycling a component of multimodal trips,
providing bicycle parking, improving cyclist safety, and promoting
cycling
• Expanding Ottawa’s rapid transit and transit priority network as
well as integrating stations into the urban fabric to attract higher
levels of ridership
• Providing safe and efficient roads by integrating complete
streets, expanding the road network while improving safety and
efficiency in the movement of people and goods, and reducing
the neighbourhood and environmental impacts of roads and traffic
• Encouraging sustainable mobility choices through incentives,
promotion and management of public parking
• Investing responsibility to ensure overall affordability by reducing costs and developing a framework for measuring performance.

Reviewed documents not covered in
this summary
Building a Livable Ottawa, 2031
Ottawa Pedestrian Plan
Ottawa Cycling Plan
Ottawa Light Rail Transit Plan
Past studies completed in collaboration between the WWBIA and
Creative Neighbourhoods, including:
Wayfinding Wellington West, 2013
PLAY WELLington, 2012
Streetscape and facade design guidelines for Wellington Street
West, 2007

Urbanworks consulting
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2.2 Context Relevant planning documents
Renewed Action Plan for Arts, Heritage &
Culture in Ottawa, 2013-2018
This Renewed Action Plan builds on Ottawa’s strengths, and establishes an approach aimed maximizing the major economic impacts, social
benefits and positive environmental effects that exist within Ottawa’s
current cultural scene. The four strategies that provide the framework
for the renewed six-year action plan for arts, heritage and culture are:
• Celebrating Ottawa’s unique cultural identity and providing
access to culture for all
• Preserving and developing cultural and creative places and
spaces
• Getting the word out about Ottawa’s vibrant local culture and
unique identity
• Investing in local culture and building cultural leadership.

Wellington Street West Community Design Plan
The Community Design Plan (CDP) was established in 2011 to guide
the development of Wellington Street West as a traditional main street
corridor. It sets out seven broader goals that Wellington West should
aim to achieve including:
• Maintaining and enhancing the existing mix of land uses
• Establishing a network of congregating spaces
• Maintaining and strengthening the traditional urban form and
spaces
• Creating  vibrant main street gateways and nodes
• Protecting, creating and encouraging views and vistas
• Linking the varied character areas together as a unified corridor
• Promoting a pedestrian and transit friendly environment.
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Wellington Street West Secondary Plan
Adopted in 2003 and amended in 2011, the Plan supports the
broader objectives of the OP and the CDP. Emphasis is placed on creating a
pedestrian friendly environment based on a human, small-scale character; a greener streetscape; and establishment of community gateway
features to reinforce the area as a vibrant congregating node for the
local and broader Ottawa Community. This is to be achieved by focusing on:
• Built form should consist of low rise buildings near existing residential buildings, and building facade details should enhance the
surrounding buildings, adding character cognisant of a traditional
main street
• New publicly accessible open spaces such as sidewalks and plazas for people to rest and meet should be established
• Vibrant gateway architecture, particularly the facades of buildings near gateways and public open spaces should create an animated place for people to meet and rest
• City owned rear lanes immediately behind mainstreet properties will stay, as they create important access for these properties,
and also provide an opportunity to improve parking, servicing
and loading zones for existing and future developments.
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Hintonburg and Mechanicsville Neighbourhood Plan

Gladstone Station District Community Design
Plan, 2014

Created in 2010, the Neighbourhood Plan (NP) allows a community to
imagine its future, examine present opportunities and constraints, and
determine how to get from where it is to where it wants to be. In keeping with that, eight objectives are discussed in the NP:

In 2012, the Planning and Growth Management Department re-strategized the Carling-Bayview LRT CDP, and chose to develop three distinct
CDPs, one for each station district. Gladstone station is of significance
due to its planned location near the southeast corner of the WWBIA.
Of the three proposed options discussed in the Gladstone Station District CDP, option one,   the TOD corridor, was ruled as the preferred
development approach for the future LRT station.

• Develop Hintonburg as an art or creative district that embraces
culture
• Maintain and enhance the existing built form to encourage
continued reinvestment
• Support home renovations, enforcement of property standards,
and presence of mixed housing types and prices
• Attract develop and sustain a diverse array of profitable independent businesses
• Improve access to healthy and affordable food for residents
• Increase the ability to walk and bike in the community
• Ensure that a full range of community services and facilities are
offered
• Improve park space and protect,maintain and expand green
spaces

The main focus is to redevelop and intensify the the under-utilized lots
along the O-Train corridor into a mixed-use strip. Doing so will create
a large central community space at the centre of the district, which
will both maintain existing dead end streets and improve existing conditions by terminating the streets with a natural feature that can also
enhance pedestrian connectivity. The TOD corridor will provide a narrow, local street and active transportation connections, by extending
existing streets, particularly Oak Street. This will provide new access
to the new developments along the corridor, where both ends of the
street will be terminated with plazas.

Urbanworks consulting
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2.3 Context Current developments
The following notable developments within the bounds of the BIA will
have noticeable impacts on the demographics, economy, and built
environment of Wellington West.

1445 and 1451 Wellington Street West

1000 Wellington Street West
The Eddy is a 6 storey, mid-rise condominium project by Windmill
Development Group Ltd. It is currently under construction in Hintonburg. The Eddy is scheduled for completion in 2015.

There is a proposal for a 12 storey condominium development at
Island Park Drive and Wellington Street West by Mizrahi Developments.
The proposal includes street level retail, underground parking, as well
as a plaza with green space. It would become the visual gateway to
Wellington West coming from Westboro Village.

1050 Somerset Street West

233 Armstrong Avenue

1040 Somerset Street West

Tega Homes’ proposed Attika condo project would be composed of an
18 storey tower and an 8 story mid-rise building containing residential and commercial uses. It has been met with significant resistance
andwas not approved by the municipal planning council. Tega Housing
appealed in the summer of 2014.

Claridge has a second property with plans for a 30 storey mixed-use
tower. It would become the visual gateway to Wellington West coming
from Little Italy, Chinatown, and downtown Ottawa.

250 Parkdale Avenue

Many of the areas surrounding Wellington West are also experiencing development pressures. Westoboro Village has seen several new
condominium developments along Richmond Street, and the junction
of Scott Street and Holland Avenue is also a hotspot of development.
More changes will occur as the Bayview and Gladstone LRT stations are
built and the areas around them developed.

Richcraft Homes has proposed a 28 storey tower, which would include
residential and commercial uses. The proposal includes underground
parking for cars and bicycles, and suggests a large grocery store as the
anchor tenant.

1140 Wellington Street West
Tamarack Wellington is a proposed condominium development by
Tamarack Homes currently in preconstruction near Parkdale Avenue. A
6 storey mid-rise building is proposed.
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A 23 story tower containing residential units and street level retail was
approved in 2012. The developer, Claridge, does not appear to have
moved forward at this site.

Other developments in the neighbourhood

Smaller changes to the built environment can also be found in the residential areas, including the replacement of older single family housing
units with townhouse units.

December 2014

Figure 3 Current developments within the WWBIA boundary
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Study area
In order to get a more thorough understanding of the study area, Urbanworks conducted demographic analyses on various aspects of the
Wellington West BIA and the surrounding catchment area. The catchment area for Wellington West (‘WW area’ in the data) was defined as
census tracts that either border or contain part of the WW BIA area.
This was done in order to provide a comprehensive overview of the
area and so that Urbanworks can better attune its recommendations to
the Wellington West locale. The following graphs and maps use National Household Survey data to gauge differences in age distribution, marital status, income levels, occupation types and commuting patterns of
the people who live in or near the WWBIA versus the City of Ottawa.
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Figure 4 Map of demographic study area
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Figure 5 Marital status in Ottawa

Marital Status
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The WWBIA and surrounding areas have a higher proportion
of single person households than the City of Ottawa. It also
has a high proportion of people designated as “other” (divorced, widowed) than the City, as the graph below demonstrates.
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Within the WWBIA and the surrounding area, the census
tracts in the western half of the neighbourhood have a higher
percentage of married and coupled households, whereas the
census tracts to the east (just beyond Parkdale) tend to have
more single person households.
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Figure 6 Marital status by census tract
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Age Distribution

Figure 7 Age distribution in Ottawa

The median age for the WWBIA and the surrounding area, and
the City of Ottawa as a whole are 39.8 and 39.1 respectively,
thus they are fairly similar. However in terms of distribution
across age groups, the WWBIA and neighbouring areas have
a notably higher percentage of adults (30-64 years old) and a
lower percentage of children (0-14 years old) than the City of
Ottawa. The graph below shows the averages of different age
categories in the WWBIA and surrounding areas, compared to
the City of Ottawa.
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and the catchment area, it shows that there are higher percentages of children in the south-western census tracts. The
north-east portion also seems to have higher proportions of
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Figure 8 Age distribution by census tract
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Income

Figure 9 Income level in Ottawa
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The income levels distribution in the Wellington West area
varies widely with the City of Ottawa. In Ottawa the yearly income category of $20,000 - $39,999 has the largest percentage (20 per cent of the population), while in the WWBIA and
surrounding areas, the largest proportion (33 per cent) are in
the income category of earning $100,000 a year or more. The
Wellington West area has consistently higher percentages of
inhabitants that earn $60,000 or more annually, while the
City of Ottawa has more people earning $59,999 or less. Thus
the inhabitants of the WWBIA and the surrounding area are
overall much more affluent than the rest of the city. Within
the WW area, inhabitants with very high incomes are more
concentrated in the west nearest Island Park Drive and in the
north-east edge beyond Hintonburg.
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Figure 10 Income level by census tract
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Occupations
The Wellington West area has a substantially higher number of people
who work in education, law, social and government sectors, as well as
people who work in fields concerning art, culture and recreation compared to Ottawa. It also has a slightly higher amount of people who
work in the health sector. Compared to the city, the Wellington West
area has significantly less residents who work in trades, transportation
and related services and, interestingly, business and finance fields.
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3.1 Analysis Community character
Commuting patterns

Figure 12 Commuting modes in Ottawa
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People who live in the Wellington West area are significantly
less likely to use cars as their dominant form of transportation. As compared to the City of Ottawa as a whole, inhabitants of the Wellington West locale are much more likely
to use public transit, walk or cycle. This demonstrates that
active transit initiatives do have an effect and there could be
room for further expansion in terms of encouraging cycling,
walking or transit usage in the area. Within the WW area,
biking is fairly evenly distributed and there are higher proportions of people who walk in the census tracts that are in
the north and central areas of Hintonburg.
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Figure 13 Commuting modes by census tract
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3.2.1 Analysis Commercial character Distribution
Commercial sectors

Commercial neighbourhoods

Wellington West is currently marketed as a destination for shopping,
eating and the arts. However, there are several other strong commercial sectors in the neighbourhood. These include businesses engaged
in beauty, such as hairdressers and day spas; fitness, such as gyms and
studios; and creative professionals, which includes design, marketing,
architecture, and media firms. Combined with the already established
retail, restaurant, and arts sectors, these account for more than half of
the businesses in the WWBIA.

Although Wellington West is officially composed of two neighbourhoods, Wellington Village and Hintonburg, Urbanworks divided the
area into three parts for analysis. In addition to Wellington Village and
Hintonburg, there is a somewhat distinct Parkdale area in the centre.
While this area is officially part of the Hintonburg neighbourhood,
there is a sense of transition: not quite Hintonburg, not quite Wellington Village.

Figure 14 Sector breakdown
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This sense is attributed to the dominant presence of Parkdale Avenue,
a busy thoroughfare that receives significant amounts of traffic from
the highway and Scott Street. Retail activity is muted in this area along
Wellington Street West, as it most prominantly contains community
and social service functions.

December 2014
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Figure 15 Map of commercial uses by neighbourhood
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3.2.2 Analysis Commercial character Clusters
Food & Drinking establishments
The Wellington West BIA has a significant number of food and drinking establishments. From specialty food shops to high-end bistros, the
food and drink sector accounts for 14% of Wellington West’s business
community. Similar to other commercial enterprises in the BIA, the
vast majority of food and drinking establishments are located along
Wellington Street West.
To identify zones of food and drinking establishment presence, intersections along Wellington West with a 200m radius boundary were
used to identify fixed areas with the highest number of businesses that
fall within the sector. As such, the area centered around Holland Ave
N and Wellington St. West has the greatest number of establishments
(30 businesses).  The Holland Ave N and Wellington St. West buffer also
displays a cluster of establishment with the greatest amount of spatial
dispersion - where a small number of locations are grouped on Holland
Ave N. Other areas with distinct clusterings of food and drink establishment include the areas surrounding the intersections at Julian Ave and
Wellington St. West (23 establishments) and Merton Ave/Wellington
St. West (19 establishments).

Julian Ave/Wellington St. West
Wellington Village has a strong Food & Dining sector between Huron
Ave and Hampton Ave; with Julian Ave being the central intersection.
With the second highest number of food and drink establishments
among the three groups, there is a small mix of sit-in restaurants, cafés,
and bakeries, with a more prominent disposition towards cafés and
bakeries. Establishments that are physically located in close proximity
with others of the same enterprise share the same well-kept facades
and resurfaced sidewalks with an abundance of street furniture and fo-
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liage. It should be noted that the number of cycling infrastructure such
as sharrows and parking diminishes dramatically in comparison to the
eastern portion of the neighbourhood.

Holland Ave N/Wellington St. West
This area is the geographic center of Wellington West. In addition to a
the highest concentration of food and drink establishments, this intersection is highly visible due to the large façades of the Great Canadian Theater Company. This cluster of restaurant activity also includes a
small grouping of 3 late-night drinking/cocktail establishments (Daniel
O’Connell’s Irish Pub, Absinth, and the Royal Oak) that allude to this area’s more distinct nightlife in comparison to the other clusters. Similar
to the previous cluster at Merton Ave, this portion of Wellington West
retains well-kept facades that allude to the aesthetics of a traditional
mainstreet look and feel.

Merton Ave/Wellington St. West
Hintonburg also has a strong representation in the Food & Dining sector. Well-regarded eating establishments form a strong and cohesive
network. These networks provide mutual and beneficial relationships
between business owners. The positive clustering of food and drink establishments in this area is also reflected in the physical infrastructure.
There are many municipal bike parking posts, and as well as a large bike
corral in front of several restaurants near Fairmont Ave. The business
façades and street furniture are well kept and are complementary to
the traditional mainstreet characteristic of the area. Street foliage are
also well kept and in abundance. There is a moderate amount of nightlife activity, mainly due to the popularity of several bars and pubs such
as the Elmdale Oyster House and Tavern and Blackpepper Urban Pub.
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Figure 16 Map of food and drink clusters
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3.2.2 Analysis Commercial character Clusters
Fashion & Retail establishments

Holland Ave/Wellington St. West

With a total of 86 Fashion and Retail stores in Wellington West, the majority of businesses are independently and locally established.
Fashion and Retail represents the largest percentage share in the number of commercial establishments in the Wellington West BIA (20%).
Similar to the concentration of Food and Drink locations, Fashion and
Retail establishments are primarily located along Wellington St. West.
The intersection at Warren Ave and Wellington St. West represents
the area (200 meter radius) with the greatest number (22) of Fashion
and Retail stores. Other distinct cluster are located at the intersections
along Wellington St. West at Holland Ave (20) and Merton Ave. (16).

The center clustering of fashion and retail locations has a much more
diverse range of store types. With twenty locations, the mixity of retail
does not reveal any significant trending types in the area. On the other hand, World of Maps is a well known landmark locals and visitors
in Wellington West, and is centrally located at the major intersection
of Holland Ave and Wellington St West, where there is higher volume
of traffic flow entering and exiting the neighbourhood. Although this
area does not have a prominent fashion identity (unlike the western
grouping of stores), the existing stores enjoy the benefits of mutual
pull-factors with other sectors by being in an area with high quality
store facades and street design.

Warren Ave/Wellington St. West

Merton Ave/Wellington St. West

The west-end portion of the Wellington West currently has the highest
concentration of fashion and retail locations in the neighbourhood. Not
only does this section have the largest number of establishments, it
also distinguishes itself by having a high number of stores carrying highend fashion apparel and accessories. In addition to prominent fashion
identity, this area also has well-known second hand clothing stores (St.
Vincent de Paul), which is a significant landmark to the neighbourhood.

Much like its neighbouring cluster, the mixity of fashion and retail stores
near the intersection at Merton Ave is eclectic and has little coherence
in terms of retail type. Many of these stores feature specialized goods
for niche markets, which, in effect, are proclaimed as destination stores
rather than amenity stores that sell everyday consumer goods.
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Figure 17 Map of fashion and retail clusters
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3.2.3 Analysis Commercial character Social media
Businesses are increasingly using social media and other online platforms to market their businesses and perform customer outreach. As
a current practice, the Wellington West BIA utilizes social media as one
of many tools for reaching out and supporting its business community.
Although the WWBIA uses social media extensively, social media use
by business owners is varied.
The WWBIA Census includes data on businesses and their uses of various social media platforms. To acquire a sense of of how much social
media is used by businesses owners, the percentage share of Facebook,
Twitter, and Google Business Profile accounts were calculated for the
total number of businesses for each block in the neighbourhood. By using this approach, specific areas in the neighbourhood lacking in social
media can be detected.

Facebook
The Eastern portion of the neighbourhood shows that approximately
more than 51%  of all business owners have active Facebook accounts.
The central areas of the neighbourhood along Parkdale Ave and Holland
Ave show that 75% of all establishments on their blocks have Facebook
accounts. Establishments west of Parkdale Ave have a greater number
of blocks with at least 75% of establishments with Facebook accounts.
In general, the west end of the neighbourhood has a greater percentage of establishments with Facebook accounts than the east end.

Figure 18 Facebook accounts in Wellington West

55.4% of businesses
have Facebook
accounts
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Figure 19 Map of Facebook concentration
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3.2.3 Analysis Commercial character Social media
Twitter
Unlike Facebook, the use of Twitter is much less prevalent in Wellington
West. A majority of blocks have 50 percent of businesses or less with
Twitter accounts. Given the varying concentrations of Twitter accounts,
there is no apparent spatial trend across the neigbourhood.

Figure 20 Twitter accounts in Wellington West

39.8% of businesses
have Twitter
accounts
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Figure 21 Map of Twitter concentration
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3.2.3 Analysis Commercial character Social media
Google Business Profile
Having a Google Business Profile allows a business owner’s establishment to be searched on Google Search, Google Maps and Google+.
According to the WWBIA Census, the majority of the neigbourhood
blocks has at least 75% of its establishment with a Google Business
profile. Despite the popularity of Google Business Profiles, there is a
slight discrepancy between the eastern and western portions of the
neighbourhood. The eastern portion of the BIA has 4 blocks with only
25-50% of its establishments with Google Business Profiles.

Figure 22 Google business profiles in Wellington West

75.4% of businesses
have Google
Business Profiles
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Figure 23 Map of Google business profile concentration
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3.2.4 Analysis Commercial character Vacancy
Of the non-residential land uses identified in Creative Neighbourhood’s
survey, 33 properties were identified as vacant. This includes both vacant land and vacant buildings. The 16 surface parking lots are not included, as parking constitutes an active use and supports the commercial activities of the neighbourhood. Based on current municipal zoning,
6 of these properties fall into residential areas, making the commercial
vacancy approximately 5%.
Wellington West is marked by several vacant lots dispersed along Wellington St. W and Parkdale Ave. Overall, the locations of vacant lots offers little conclusion on spatial patterning. However, it should be noted
that there is a small clustering of vacant lots located in the west end of
the BIA within proximity to major establishment clusters. See Map 3-4
The higher concentration of vacant lots and units is attributed to the
highly dynamic change in landuse of this area. The western portion of
Wellington West, especially near Island Park Dr., has seen rapid condominium development projects spurred on by the increasing demand
for new housing in the area.
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Figure 24 Map of vacant properties
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3.3 Analysis Visitor patterns
Visitor origins
The City of Ottawa’s 2011 Origin-Destination Survey demonstrates
that Wellington West attracts a large amount of people from
around the City of Ottawa and that the area is not only frequented
by locals, but attracts a variety of visitors. The Origin-Destination
survey showed that for people travelling for the purposes of shopping, going to a restaurant, recreation or health/personal care reasons, almost three quarters (72.6%) had come from somewhere
inside of the City of Ottawa but outside of Wellington West. About
one quarter (26.3%) came from a location within the Wellington
West area. In addition, a very small percentage, about 1.2% came
to Wellington West for these purposes from rural areas outside of
the City of Ottawa proper, demonstrating that the area has quite
an extensive reach in terms of customer base.
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Figure 26 Travel
modeofofvisitors
visitors
Wellington
West
Mode share
toto
Wellington
West

Visitor mode share
In 2013, the WWBIA conducted a transportation survey of
customers. 627 people were surveyed on the transportation
mode they chose, their area of residence, frequency of visits
to Wellington West, and spending habits.

Walk
Bike
Bus

The survey revealed that a significant portion of visitors walk
to Wellington West (35%), though driving by car is the most
popular mode choice (47%). Travel by bus and by bike enjoyed equal popularity (8.5% each). Other travel choices included wheelchair and motorized scooter (1%).

Car
Other
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3.4 Analysis SWOT
In order to help determine the project objectives, Urbanworks conducted analysis on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats.
Programming recommendations should build on the positive factors
while working to alleviate negative factors.

Wellington Village
This section contains the areas both most and least liked by residents,
according to consultation done by plaYce in 2012. Wellington Village is
characterized by a village feel: low rise buildings, narrow store fronts,
well maintained architectural details, and wide sidewalks. A variety of
small retailers are present, and moving east one will find many health,

fitness, beauty, and wellbeing businesses. Travelling north on Holland
Avenue, a restaurant cluster serves the lunchtime needs of area residents and workers. The intersection of Wellington Street West and
Holland is quickly becoming an important node of activity, with the
dominant placement of the Great Canadian Theatre Company building
serving as a de facto gateway feature to Wellington Village. The business mix is praised by visitors and residents alike.
However, the development pattern is uneven in this neighbourhood.
While there is good quality street furniture and foliage close to the
fashion cluster, moving west toward Island Park Drive the quality of
the streetscape declines. Street-level vacancies are numerous and very
apparent, interrupting the
lively windows of active
businesses.

Figure 27 Summary of strengths, weakness, opportunities, and threats
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Finally, Wellington Street
West has recently been
zoned Traditional Mainstreet, which is both an
opportunity and a threat.
The new zoning excludes
automotive-related uses,
many of which are clustered close to Island Park
Drive. Mounting development pressure may eventually push these businesses out and drive infill. The
large footprint of these
properties compared to

December 2014

the more narrow storefronts of Wellington Village will need to be effectively managed to avoid a disconnect within the neighbourhood.
This appears to be the case close to Island Park Drive, where the large,
contemporary condo developments now common in neighbouring
Westboro are starting to appear. That said, appropriate development
will create a more constant street wall, which is generally agreed to be
conducive to a pedestrian-friendly environment.

Parkdale
The Wellington West BIA is bisected by Parkdale Avenue, which largely
splits the area into the neighbourhoods of Wellington Village and Hintonburg. However, this is a gradual shift as one travels down Wellington
Street West, and the area around Parkdale in fact has its own distinct
characteristics.
This area is anchored by the Parkdale Market, a regional destination
with ample wayfinding signage throughout the neighbourhood. A newly refurbished park ensures the communities in Wellington Village and
Hintonburg have somewhere to gather together.
Aside from the Market, there are few draws to this section. Parkdale
is an important entry point, as it is an exit from the nearby Highway
417, but the high traffic and lack of entry gateway features makes it
easy to miss the commercial strip in either direction along Wellington
Street West. At night, the lack of retail activity makes it a commercial
deadzone with relatively poor lighting compared to Wellington Village
and Hintonburg. This may be due largely to the predominantly institutional uses along Wellington Street West from Parkdale Avenue to
Rosemount Avenue. While these have an important function within
the community, they also contribute to the sense of physical separation
between Wellington Village and Hintonburg.

Hintonburg
Hintonburg was identified by residents and visitors to be more eclectic,
gritty, and historic according to the research done by plaYce. Like Wellington Village, Hintonburg boasts a friendly atmosphere due to narrow store fronts, interesting architecture, and a healthy business mix.
Hintonburg has been designated as a QUAD arts district by the City of
Ottawa, affirming the strong presence of artists in the neighbourhood.
Compared to Wellington Village, the building facades are in average
condition. Upkeep and improvements to the preservation of architectural heritage is needed on some properties. In addition, street lighting
could be improved.
Somerset Square has the makings of an exciting and engaging hub of
activity in Hintonburg, but at present appears underused. At present
it is bordered by two automotive shops, a grocery store, and several
shops and restaurants. As nearby developments near completion and
the neighbourhood matures as an arts destination under the QUAD
designation, the Square will become an important gateway feature to
Hintonburg and the WWBIA.
The threat of development may be more keenly felt in Hintonburg.
Land owners may decide to develop low density properties, currently
home to the thriving artist community, with the arrival of two LRT stations at Bayview and Gladstone. On a positive note, this will bring additional transit opportunities to the neighbourhood. With the Traditional
Mainstreet zoning on Wellington Street West, current automotive uses
may be pushed out. A cluster of automotive-related business is located
along Breezehill, which may be strengthened if this scenario plays out.
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4 Current BIA programming
The Wellington West BIA is active in marketing the area, organizing and
supporting community events, and offering support to businesses. This
section looks at the existing programming of the WWBIA, showing the
organization’s existing strengths. These should be maintained, built on,
and complemented by the programming recommendations that will be
made in the final report.

Online presence
All of the BIAs in Ottawa, with the exception of Somerset Village, maintain an active website. These websites are aimed predominantly at
showcasing the neighbourhood and its businesses. Common components of these websites are event calendars, business directories, relevant news and publications, and social media links. Several of the BIAs
also provide online toolkits for business owners. Membership-only
zones are used by some BIAs to separate the marketing and promotion
aspect of the website from internal business.
The WWBIA website fits well with current Ottawa trends, but also
stands out due to the inviting design. The website experiences a lower bounce rate (visitors who do not explore beyond the landing page)
than the ByWard Market and Bank Street websites, as well as similar
average visit times. The Wellington West website was one of the few
with enough available traffic data for analysis.
Finally, the WWBIA recently began to offer free WiFi throughout the
neighbourhood. The landing page is integrated well with the main
website, making the mobile browsing experience quick and enjoyable.
Though many and more BIAs throughout the world are starting to offer
WiFi service to customers, the WWBIA appears to be a leader in Ottawa. Not only does this allow Wellington West to compete with neighbouring BIAs, but also with major shopping centres.
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Social media
The WWBIA expressed a desire to be at the forefront of social media
in its 2013 AGM. In addition to maintaining its own social media presence, the WWBIA supports the efforts of members through syndicating
posts as well as guiding business owners through setting up Google
Places profiles. Nearly 80% of businesses are listed in Google Places,
and a similar percentage of businesses can be found on Google Maps.
Overall, the WWBIA has proven itself to be a leader in social media.

Facebook
The WWBIA maintains an active Facebook presence, publishing both
original content and “shared” posts from area businesses and organizations.  Of the fourteen Ottawa BIAs with Facebook business pages,
Wellington West ranks sixth in terms of Facebook Likes. Roughly half of
the businesses in Wellington West have Facebook accounts, though at
varying levels of activity.

Twitter
The WWBIA has leveraged this platform as an efficient marketing tool,
with several posts each day. This includes both original content and
“Retweeted” posts from area businesses and organizations, of which
40% have Twitter accounts. The volume of posts places the WWBIA
second in the city, behind only Sparks Street Mall. Their following is
sizeable and third largest in the city, behind Byward Market and Sparks
Street Mall. The curated business list and integration with the official
website make the WWBIA a case study in best practices for social media.

December 2014

Instagram

Business support services

The WWBIA shows it is a leader in social media through its Instagram
account, a platform that only a few of its peers are using. With 500 followers and a photo every day, the WWBIA is again a leader. Only three
other BIAs are using Instagram, though none are as active as Wellington West. Twelve businesses within the BIA utilize Instagram for marketing and social media outreach.

The BIA supports its members in events, marketing, and development.
This is largely done in an informal fashion, through a toolkit of resources available in a members’ section of the BIA website. In the interest
of promoting development that adheres to the character of the neighbourhood, the BIA has also on occasion written letters of support for
property owners applying to the municipal Committee of Adjustment.

Print media

Physical improvements

Advertisements promoting Wellington West as a destination for shopping, eating, and the arts can be found in local magazines and newspapers. Signature events, such as Taste of Wellington West, are also
advertised in print media. The BIA makes use of the new logo, colour
scheme, and catch-phrase in its advertisements both within and outside the neighbourhood.

Wellington Street West was recently completely revitalized, one of the
factors in forming the Wellington West BIA. As such, the street and
sidewalks are in very good condition. A Beautification Committee ensures the continued upkeep of sidewalks and plantings within the BIA.
In some areas, the Committee partners with businesses and organizations to coordinate upkeep, such as the planters outside the Hintonburg Community Centre. Participation in the “Clean the Capital” program and a graffiti response team also contribute to the clean and tidy
appearance of the area.

Community programming
In its Fall 2013/Winter 2014 newsletter, the WWBIA listed 14 events
and programs that it had organized, sponsored, or partnered on. Most
of these events focused on the arts, retail, and restaurant sectors, driving the message that Wellington West is a destination for these activities.
Wellington West has also demonstrated a dedication to cycling through
its Cycling Committee. The area boasts a bike share program, high levels
of cycling infrastructure, and certification as Ontario’s first bike friendly
business area.

The identity of the area is reflected in colourful banner signage along
Wellington Street West, which names the two distinct neighbourhoods
of Wellington Village and Hintonburg. The banner signs are directly related to the revitalization of Wellington Street West, as they are affixed
to the new lamp posts. A wayfinding report commissioned in 2013 recommended that these banner signs be extended throughout the other
main commercial streets of the BIA, Parkdale Avenue and Holland Avenue. The same report recommended more impactful gateway features,
which would mark a transition from the neighbouring commercial areas overseen by the Westboro Village BIA and the Preston Street BIA.
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5.1 Consultation results Best practices

Participants thought the project was very interesting. However, they
did not see how it can be a good fit for the BIA, especially because Bell
Canada has already teamed up with local artists to paint utility boxes
in the BIA.

Community Event Kit
Having a community event kit was desired among business owners as it
would cut some of the costs of hosting events. There was a suggestion
to have the costs of maintaining an event kit shared between the BIA
and the ward councillor, with the BIA office dedicating some space for
storage. The event kit is a way for the BIA to support businesses with
their events, as opposed to planning events because it was emphasized that the BIA  is not an event planner.
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Downtown Port Colbourne Coal
Hatch Project

Coal Hatch Community Art Project

Networking and social
events

Participants thought that networking events are a good way to better
connect local businesses. However, the example provided with an average of 300 attendees might be too large for the WWBIA. The events
should be scalable to the hosting venues. Also, some suggested that
starting at a small scale might be better.

(c Ontario Business Improvement Area handbook)

After 5 Networking Events

(cc Alisdair on Flickr)

After identifying the different economic sectors and non-residential
land use clusters that are present in the WWBIA, two days of stakeholder consultations were arranged. This included drop-in sessions to
critique the suggested programming best practices, focus group discussions, and neighbourhood canvasing. The consultations were meant
to encourage the flow of ideas about what stakeholders feel would be
beneficial to the development of the BIA as well as their businesses.
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First Thursdays in Little Italy Gateway in
Toronto, ON
Montreal, QC

(c kirkuk on tripadvisor)

Participants thought that having a gateway would be beneficial to the
BIA. Having gateway features could distinguish the WWBIA from other
neighbouring BIAs, acting as a clear indicator that people are entering
the WWBIA. Ottawa’s Chinatown gateway is viewed as a very beautiful example of an elaborate, eye-catching gateway. However, there is
much concern regarding the cost of implementation, as well as agreement on the design and placement of the feature. For these reasons,
some suggested that the implementation of gateway features is a City
project, not a BIA project.

Event Kit

Gateway Features

(c Art Gallery of Ontario)

While First Thursdays already exists in the WWBIA, participants were
enthusiastic about seeing how it can be enhanced. Providing food,
drinks and lessons during First Thursdays will provide the opportunity
to not only promote local food and drink services as well as artists,
but also cross sectoral collaboration. Business owners with specialized
stores in a niche market felt that First Thursdays may not be helpful
or beneficial to them. When discussing arts programming, some participants mentioned Distillery District in Toronto. They felt it is a great
example of a successful artists’ hub and incubator for fine arts, graphic
design and fashion. The concept of Distillery District could possibly fit
in the WWBIA because it is unofficially recognized as an artists’ neighbourhood. Also, Ottawa has several art and fashion schools, which can
contribute to the flourishing of an artists’ district.

(cc photoskate on Flickr)

First Thursdays
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5.1 Consultation results Best practices

Home Based Business Members

New Business Welcome Package
Participants were generally in favour of having welcome packages provided to new businesses that move into the BIA. They felt that having
a welcome package should be a standard service that should be a part
of a BIAs responsibilities.
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(c Downtown Nanaimo BIA)

There are mixed reviews about having a local employment commission. It is useful for businesses who want general staff that can be drafted from the local available labour pool. It is especially a good option
for businesses with little or no staff, as business owners will not be
burdened with the hiring process. However, some businesses in niche
markets look for skilled and/or specialized labour with many qualifications that need to be met. This means that the local available labour
pool might not necessarily meet the qualifications businesses require.

Local residents as
Promotional bags
neighbourhood
in Nanaimo, BC
ambassadors

Local Employment Commission

(c Angel AIM BID)

This best practice was the least favoured of the ones proposed to business owners. Expanding membership of the BIA to include home based
businesses can create tensions.If the BIA expands its member base to
include home-based businesses, then existing member businesses may
demand that they also be given the option of opting out of being BIA
members.

(cc Ayrcan on Flickr)

Participants were not drawn to having heritage and restoration grants.
This best practice was one of two least favoured by participants. Some
respondents thought that heritage and restoration grants could be incorporated with the best practice ‘Planning and Development Updates’.

Heritage facades in
Victoria, BC

Heritage and Restoration Grants
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Having planning and development updates was the second most favoured best practice proposed to business owners. It was noted that
rather than develop a new platform to provide information, existing
platforms should be used instead. Collaborations with the councillor or
community associations would be a good option as they already have
established web pages with any information, updates and forms necessary. A concern about providing planning and development updates
is that it can be daunting and time consuming to consistently maintain
and update information.

The shared resource park was seen as a good way of cutting down costs
for businesses and for harnessing creativity through the reuse of recycled products. However, having a resource park will require quite a bit
of space to store bulky items that businesses no longer need. Acquiring
and maintaining the necessary space for storage will be a very costly
endeavor.

Promotional Bags
This best practice was the most popular and favoured of the ones proposed to business owners.

Business support seminars were seen as a great fit for the BIA. It was
noted that it is “very difficult to teach ‘artists’ the business side of
things”, so such seminars would be very helpful.   Ideas for seminars
included social media marketing and web advertising, human resource
and legal expertise,  accounting sessions, and business coaching.

(c Strathcona BIA)

Seminars for Business Owners

Shared resource park
in Vancouver, BC

It was suggested that promotional bags should be made available outside of the BIA to draw outsiders and/or more affluent individuals  into
the area. One respondent thought that having a map of the BIA placed
on the bag would create a sense of familiarity to promotional bag recipients. Events, such as the Women’s Show and the Baby Show, that
take place in Ottawa are a great place to promote the BIA.

Learning seminars

Shared Resource Park

(cc Link Humans UK on Flickr)

Planning and Development Updates
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5.2 Consultation results Discussion themes
Branding

Unified Calendar

Most participants felt that the BIA needs to focus more on branding
to strengthen the identity of the community and physical area consisting of the WWBIA. In doing so, the historical and cultural heritage of
the BIAs distinct neighbourhoods - Wellington Village and Hintonburg should be both acknowledged and incorporated into the BIA’s identity.  
Some also suggested that ‘shop local’ and exceptional customer service
where people feel comfortable and welcome, should be emphasized
as key features of the BIA. To better represent the suggested identity
and to create continuity, businesses should also carry flyers and stickers
detailing the amenities offered in the BIA. Lastly, the BIA’s existing catch
phrase “where we” should be used more prominently in branding material so it becomes widely recognized and associated with WWBIA.

Business owners suggested that the WWBIA should collaborate with
other neighbouring BIAs (Westboro Village, Somerset-Chinatown and
Preston Street [Little Italy]) to consolidate a unified calendar listing
events taking place in all the BIAs. This way there will be no conflicts in
event times, not many events happening in one day, and reduced competition in drawing in clients to one event over another.

Window Dressing
Participants thought that different businesses should have detailed and
characteristic window dressings as it would elevate neighbourhood
character. Having very different window displays for each shop will
keep the street interesting and will be a draw factor. Some suggest that
window dressing will discourage and/or reduce vandalism.

WWBIA as a Destination
Participants strongly felt that Wellington West should be further developed into a destination local shopping district where people from other areas come to shop, browse and enjoy the day. Tourists and outsiders are important for the local economy, as they help keep businesses
afloat during slow months.
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Corporate Responsibility
Business owners in the Wellington West community consistently uphold environmentally and socially responsible values in their goods,
products and services.  Artisanal shops often market their products to
be made with responsibly sourced materials. Fashion boutiques often
(sometimes exclusively) feature Canadian designers. Cafés openly advertise fairly-traded coffee beans, and often feature art produced by
local artists. Restaurant websites provide clear statements on the importance of organic and locally sourced ingredients. Some establishments are directly involved with grass-root organizations such as the
Suspended Coffee program; a program that inspires small acts of kindness by encouraging people to purchase a cup of coffee in advance for
a stranger who may need it. It is evident that many business owners
share a sense of responsibility towards the community by providing
goods, products and services that reflect sustainable practices.
Whether businesses owners are driven by a genuine concern for the
environmental and social well-being, or the need to align marketing
tactics with environmental concerns to improve profits, social and environmental equity are common themes found in the Wellington West
business community.
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• The tension between the WWBIA as an entity and local business owners has on occasion been public and talked about in the
press. This is concerning as it may give the WWBIA a negative
public image.
• The construction of the LRT line is a threat because access into
the east side of the BIA will be obstructed during construction.
If people cannot get to the neighbourhood, then they will not
come. Furthermore, there is fear that real estate and property
lease prices will inflate once the LRT line is constructed. Lastly,  
the LRT station design plans also include new retail and commercial spaces which will create further competition for businesses
in the WWBIA.
• The combined construction of the LRT line,  the ongoing construction of condominiums, and the proposed developments of
new condominiums are creating concerns about the area being
rapidly gentrified.
• Big box stores and large chains should be kept out of Wellington
West because they pose as a threat to local stores. Local stores
and businesses should be protected and maintained. They are
seen as unique and different, and therefore a main reason for
drawing people into the WWBIA.
• Some businesses located in Hintonburg feel left out of the BIA
as they do not use social media. There is concern about the community being gentrified due to ongoing and proposed future developments. Cross generational initiatives, face-to-face interaction with the BIA, and more inclusive BIA initiatives for businesses
that have been in the community for a long time were some of
the concerns raised.

Figure 28 Conceptual map of WWBIA involvement

confusion with Westboro
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6.1 Recommendations Promotional bags
Summary
cost:

$$		

Resources Required
time:

¹

priority:

««

Promotional bags are a way in which the WWBIA can gain exposure
and interest in the Wellington West area as a whole. Both the bags and
the contents serve to advertise and showcase both individual businesses who participate and the area at large.
It is recommended that the WWBIA distribute promotional bags at
events both within the BIA and throughout Ottawa. The contents of
the bags should be chosen based on the event, and reflect the diversity
of Wellington West’s businesses as much as possible.

Cost
The cost of the bags would be the main source of expense. Bags can
range in price from $0.15 per bag (for small plastic) to $5.00 and upwards for smaller sized cotton or canvas tote bags. If the BIA would
like to continue to use re-usable tote bags, then (contingent upon
how many WWBIA would like to print) prices could range in total from
$5,000 for 1,000 bags to almost $20,000 for 5,000 bags.
The BIA will also likely have to rent a booth or tent for the duration of
the event. Tent rentals can cost about $100 to $200 per day for smaller sized tents (100 square feet).  While it is unlikely that they would
be needed, large tents (over 2400 square feet) would require a permit
from the City of Ottawa. They can also be purchased if desired. Table
rentals can also be done for around $10.
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Creating promotional bags requires involvement with BIA members in
order to collect samples, coupons, business cards and other contents.
Businesses will have to be contacted individually (either electronically
or in person) and told about the promotional bags initiative. As well, it
would be useful for the BIA to have business cards or flyers/pamphlets
advertising Wellington West. Potential objects that could be included
in the bags are:
• coupons
• loyalty cards
• small samples
• business cards
• flyers for events
• pamphlets/brochures
As well, the WWBIA will have to keep track of events in the city where
they will be able to set up a booth or a tent (or share one) from where
to distribute the promotional bags.

Priority and Timeframe
The promotional bags are not an immediate priority as many visitors to
Wellington West already come from outside the area, indicating that
there is a fair amount of reach across Ottawa. However, having promotional bags at various events across the city would increase interest and
awareness of the area, thus it is important but the recommendation is
not urgent. In terms of timeframe, connecting with businesses in order
to receive content for the bags will take some time, and the donations
that businesses make may have to be updated or changed periodically.
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Benefits and challenges
The benefits are mainly in terms of the added exposure the bags will
bring to the WWBIA. In terms of challenges, upkeep and planning will
be the main concerns. Upkeep is required when content for the promotional bags runs low or if businesses are offering something to be
included that is temporary, such as a coupon or sample item, they will
have to be followed up with so that the BIA is aware of when their promotion stops.
Keeping track of events that will be useful to the BIA will also be an
important consideration. While the BIA is familiar with the events that
happen within the WWBIA, if the BIA would like to distribute bags at
outside events, it can consider selecting events that would tend to attract large amounts of people and people who would be more interested in what Wellington West has to offer. Finding events could be
difficult, however if more popular events are selected then they likely
would be easier to seek out. More popular events may also require
more advance planning and booking for space if they tend to fill up
quickly.

Reviewed best practice: Parkdale BIA,
Toronto, Ontatio
Parkdale is an older neighbourhood located west of the
downtown area in Toronto. The Parkdale BIA produces
and distributes branded promotional bags at events in the
BIA. While the Parkdale BIA does not necessarily organize
these events, it uses the opportunity to draw attention to
the businesses in its area. The bags may have coupons,
samples, small gifts and other promotional material, in an
effort to introduce visitors to the variety of retail, food
and cultural amenities along the strip. The bags are also
clearly branded with the Parkdale BIA logo so that visitors
can become more familiar with the brand and logo of the
BIA. The BIA usually has a booth at these events, thereby
increasing its visibility and allowing the BIA to be in closer contact with businesses and visitors present at these
events.

(c m’illumino d’inverno)
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6.2 Recommendations Social events
Summary
cost:

$/$$

Cost
time:

¹

priority:

««

This recommendation responds to the need for improved relations
within the neighbourhood. It also addresses the large proportion of
businesses that are rendered invisible by the shopping, food, and arts
focus.
Strong relationships within the business community are important for
creating a cohesive, unified identity. Friends and neighbours share information and know-how, strengthening the business community. To
achieve this, it is recommended that the WWBIA organize or facilitate
social events among business owners. Soirées are one possible way of
fulfilling this recommendation.
Soirée events are in the evening, after retail and office business hours.
These could be hosted in rotation by one of the member businesses, or
at a consistent location. Soirées should happen on a predictable schedule, such as the last Thursday of each month. This would minimize the
need for promotion each month once the event gains traction. Ticketing the event would help cover costs.
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The cost of social events varies depending on the role the BIA takes. It
is recommended that the BIA simply facilitate and promote monthly
events, though organizing and hosting events is also an option.

Facilitate and promote ($)
In this scenario, the BIA would facilitate and promote monthly events
• BIA members would organize and host the monthly event with
the BIA’s guidance
• Food and beverage cost would be covered by ticket sales

Organize and host ($$)
In this scenario, the BIA would organize, promote, and host monthly
events
• An events coordinator may need to be hired on a part-time basis
• Location and catering would be the responsibility of the BIA
• Food and beverage cost would be covered by ticket sales

Resources required
No material resources are required. Immaterial resources include the
time needed to facilitate or organize the event, based on the chosen
option, and a strong communication stream between the BIA and business owners.
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Priority and timeframe
This recommendation has a “medium” priority, as it is contingent on
strengthening the relationship between the BIA and business owners
(recommendation #). Organizing the first in the event series may take
more time then subsequent events, as the logistics should largely be
handled by the host.

Benefits and challenges
Monthly networking and social events create a tangible sense of community that is currently lacking in the BIA. Businesses’ involvement
with other BIA initiatives may increase as this community solidifies.
Finding suitable hosts will be a challenge as the event gains traction, as
many of the businesses in Wellington West have a small footprint and
therefore cannot host a large crowd. Generating interest and excitement may also be a challenge. Without significant attendance, social
and networking events quickly lose traction.

Reviewed best practice: Downtown Kelowna
Association, Kelowna, BC
The Downtown Kelowna Association is a BIA that represents the central business district of the city of Kelowna
in the Okanagan Valley. Every month, one member of the
Downtown Kelowna Association hosts an After 5 event,
open to the business community. The aims of these events
are to create connections within the business community, share ideas, promote upcoming DKA events and initiatives, and showcase the goods and services of the host
business. The average attendance in 2013 was 280 people, and the DKA has organized After 5 events for the past
fifteen years. The DKA incurs little cost in organizing and
marketing these events: tickets are sold at the door, and
extra costs are the responsibility of the host business. Social and networking events create a strong business community where members can forge relationships, share
common issues, and brainstorm solutions.

(c Kelowna Art Gallery)
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6.3 Recommendations Member seminars
Summary
cost:

$$		

Cost
time:

¹¼

priority:

«««

This recommendation responds to the diversity of businesses located
in Wellington West, as well as the small business character of the area.
WWBIA members have different skills and levels of business savvy. The
WWBIA can show it values its membership by investing in the continued success of individual businesses. To fulfil this recommendation, the
WWBIA could organize and execute seminars internally, or liase with
organisations in Ottawa already offering seminars.
The seminars should cover topics of importance to business owners,
and be designed to help improve business performance in various
aspects. During the consultation sessions there were suggestions for
workshops on topics such as effective window dressing, bookkeeping
and using social media.
There are a variety of organizations and freelance professionals who
host seminars or workshops on business-related topics. For instance,
Invest Ottawa hosts a series of seminars on a variety of topics concerning effective business management, and PMC Training offers a list of
public workshops. The BIA could also build partnerships with local colleges or institutions who could facilitate events; for example, Algonquin
College has a Visual Merchandising course and a partnership could be
mutually beneficial for both the WWBIA and the students.
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The cost for the WWBIA to set up seminars would be moderate, but
can also vary. The cost for seminars could fall into two categories. The
WWBIA has the option of simply researching relevant seminars and
workshops that are happening in Ottawa and contacting the host organization to arrange a discount for BIA members. The price per attendee
for business seminars ranges widely - it can be free or up to approximately $225 per person.
If the WWBIA is responding to business owner’s suggestions for workshops, and these suggestions cannot be found through other organizations offerings, the WWBIA has the option of organizing seminars and
hiring a professional to facilitate them. This would cost time and money
to plan, organize and execute, however it may directly address issues
that business owners have stated that they want to learn more about.

Resources required
No material resources are required to fulfil this recommendation, aside
from meeting space if the WWBIA considers hosting seminars. The only
soft resource required is a database of seminars being offered in Ottawa, which could be posted in the Members section of the WWBIA
website.

Priority and Timeframe
The seminars are recommended as a high priority for the WWBIA to
undertake because of the demand and interest expressed during the
consultations. Setting up seminars will require some time to find a suitable instructor or facilitator, to find a suitable meeting space, and to
advertise the event to its membership.
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Liasing with external organizations would be less time consuming. If
the BIA is advertising seminars that are being hosted elsewhere, then
attendance is the prerogative of interested business owners and the
WWBIA will simply have to advertize the event. Additional time and
funds could be spent negotaiating a discount for WWBIA members to
attend, or by subsiding attendance internally.

Benefits and challenges
Seminars for business owners would benefit both the BIA and businesses in WWBIA. Having seminars provides business owners in the BIA
with the opportunity to develop and improve their businesses in the
areas in which they feel they are lacking. Doing so may help increase
business visibility, customer base and ultimately revenue. For the WWBIA, advertising and assisting with these seminars or workshops would
provide businesses with a more tangible idea of how the BIA serves its
membership.
In terms of challenges, finding existing resources in terms of seminars
or workshops in Ottawa could be a time consumptive process, especially in the initial stages. Finding organizations or individuals who host
these types of seminars or finding an organization or individuals to design a workshop desired by the WWBIA members may take time, however, this challenge can be reduced by using the WWBIA social media
accounts to solicit interested organizations. As well, once preliminary
research is done on what organizations offer seminars or workshops,
then these connections can be drawn upon in future years.

Reviewed best practice: Liberty Village BIA,
Toronto, Ontario
The Liberty Village BIA is located in south-west Toronto,
just outside of the downtown core. The BIA aspires to
support the growth of local businesses and to this end it
promotes events that may be helpful to its members. A
recent example is a seminar held for business owners with
the goal of having them learn valuable insights from some
high profile Canadian entrepreneurs. Attendees were also
able to network with other entrepreneurs and small business owners from the area. The BIA has promoted other
seminars concerning topics such as public speaking and
leadership skills, which have been held by organizations
in Toronto. While the BIA does not directly organize these
events, it does arrange discounts for its members as an
incentive.

Urbanworks consulting
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6.4 Recommendations Community event kit
Summary
cost:

$$		

Opportunity for Cost Sharing

time:

¹

priority:

««

It is recommended that the BIA develop an Event Kit containing different things one may need when hosting an event. This recommendation
seems promising due to the large volume of private events and current
demand for event material. The Event Kit’s components will be available to BIA members free of charge through a Loan Program. However, a refundable security deposit is required upon signing out anything
from the kit. The WWBIA could also act as a volunteer coordinator for
larger events, if deemed important by the membership.

Cost
It can be quite costly to create an events kit with all the necessary
equipment, with a starting cost of $1,265. The largest cost will be the
storage space. Below is a list of what could be included in the event kit
and their respective costs:
• Garbage bins: starting at $30 each
• Traffic cones: starting at $35 each
• Tents:starting at $350 each
• Foldable tables: starting at $40 each
• Foldable chairs: starting at $20 each
• Extension cords: starting at $40
• Speakers: starting at $200
• Stereo system: starting at $300
• Microphone: Starting at $50
• Projector: Starting at $200
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Seeing that the different components of the event kit can be quite costly, there were suggestions for collaboration between the BIA and the
ward councillor. The BIA can potentially dedicate some space of their
office for the event kit. The councillor already has some electronics that
are lent to business owners, which can be included in the event kit,
cutting costs. Furthermore, the BIA can do outreach to local businesses
to see if they have anything they currently do not use, and can donate
to the event kit.

Resources required
Notwithstanding the materials and equipment contained in the event
kit, the only physical resource required is a space in which to store the
kit. This could be as simple as a dedicated space in the BIA office. Soft
resources required include the creation of loan structure, insurance of
expensive media equipment, and potential partnerships with neighbourhood community groups if desired.

Priority and Time frame
This is a medium priority recommendation, as event support is more
important during high traffic months such as the summer and holiday
season. Purchasing the supplies for an event kit is not expected to take
much time, so the WWBIA should first focus on the more time-intensive recommendations.
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Benefits and challenges
Having an Event Kit greatly reduces the costs and stress associated
with hosting events. This may encourage business owners to hold more
events, which means there will be greater opportunities for interactions in the community. While it can be costly to develop the Event Kit,
it will reduce the overall cost associated with holding events, especially
BIA planned events. Additionally, recruiting local volunteers encourages people to be engaged in the community. This creates an opportunity
for interaction between volunteers, BIA members and the community
at large, further entrenching the sense of community and place.
The main challenge to be faced is acquiring the necessary space for  
storage. It can be quite costly and space consuming to dedicate a space
for an event kit. However, an option to circumvent this high cost is to
dedicate some of the BIA office space for storage purposes, and to try
to acquire some of the event kit materials through donations.

Reviewed best practice: Downtown Nanaimo
BIA, Nanaimo, BCWords
The Downtown Nanaimo BIA represents about 700 businesses in the centre of the small city of Nanaimo on
Vancouver Island. Rather than hosting its own events
throughout the year, the DNBIA makes common resources available to all BIA members. This includes a Community Equipment Loan program, which includes extension
cords, garbage bins, traffic cones, tents, tables, and other
materials necessary to run an event. In addition, the DNBIA coordinates volunteer recruitment from among existing youth, community, and school groups. This encourages local people to be engaged in the community and in
the execution of all events sponsored by the DNBIA.

(cc Photoskate on Flickr)
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6.5 Recommendations First Thursdays expansion
Summary
cost:

$		

Cost
time:

¹¼

priority:

«

It is recommended that the WWBIA further develop their current First
Thursdays event to include interactive activities, food and drink options
provided by local vendors, and tables or kiosks where local products can
be showcased and sold. Currently, there is little to no cross-sectoral collaboration, and minimal promotion of the BIA’s non-arts members. This
recommendation seeks to both bolster collaboration between business
sectors and further Wellington West’s identity as an arts destination.
Local restaurants and catering services can provide food and non-alcoholic beverages at different stations throughout the galleries at low
prices. Artists who are providing the brief lessons will supply the necessary material, and those who wish to participate will pay a fee.   If
music is desired,  the Event Kit (Recommendation 6.4) may be of use
in providing necessary equipment. Furthermore, local arts and crafts
stores can set up a table each displaying their products for sale. The
Event Kit can also provide any tables needed by vendors. In order to
better organize the different art lessons, an itinerary listing the times
and locations of programming, as well as the available food and drink
stations will be helpful.
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This is a low cost recommendation due to First Thursdays being an existing, successful established event. Expansion of the event should incur
little additional cost. The BIA should have printed promotional material
for an expanded First Thursdays event. Printing costs for itineraries will
be incurred by the BIA, with costs starting at 6 cents per sheet, if a simple black and white design is used. Printing costs for flyers will start at
20 cents for per sheet for letter-size coloured designs and at 40 cents
per sheet for tabloid-size coloured designs.

Resources required
Little resources are required on the part of the WWBIA to further enhance the existing First Thursdays Art Walk. Some human resources
would be required to promote partnerships and collaborations between different businesses within the WWBIA. The WWBIA can also
assist establishments hosting the event with acquiring an events liquor
permit, if they wish to have a cash bar available.
The BIA will need to spend time on the logistics of ensuring stakeholders
are involved and aware of the opportunity to participate. Additionally,
those who wish to participate in any art lessons or workshops made
available during the event will have the option of signing up ahead of
time. In this case, the BIA will be responsible for any RSVP communications, and for informing the facilitators of how many participants have
signed up so they can better organize.
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Priority and Time frame
This is a low priority recommendation because the First Thursdays Art
Walk is already reasonably successful. Introducing the new elements
discussed below incrementally are a great way of further enhancing
the well known local event.

Benefits and challenges
Enhancing First Thursdays events via the proposed added activities is
both beneficial to the BIA and its members. The event provides the
opportunity for collaboration and supportive business relationships between local business owners. Additionally, exposure and promotion of
local artistic talent, local products as well as food and drink services will
take place. Having art lessons provokes further interest in the art and
encourages attendees to immerse themselves in the art that surrounds
them.
The main challenge to be faced is that event attendees may not want
to pay fees for the added activities, or pay for any food and drinks provided at the galleries.

Reviewed best practice: Art Gallery of Ontario,
Toronto, Ontario
This event was first established in London and has since
spread to various cities across the globe. The Art Gallery
of Ontario (AGO) in Toronto hosts First Thursdays and
opens its large gallery space to the public. The AGO also
combines self-guided tours of its gallery space with talks
with different artists, themed art lessons and music performances as well as food and drink services. These elements combine to make the experience memorable and
engaging for attendees. The lessons provoke further interest in the art and allows attendees to immerse themselves in the art that surrounds them. Having food and
drinks available at these events gives local vendors an
opportunity to sell and market their products. Musicals
(or other performances) are another manner in which to
attract people to First Thursdays events; these provide
another opportunity for local talent to showcase themselves. These complementary events help to solidify First
Thursdays as a singular event and enforce the concept of
an art focused event. They also ensure that the schedule
for First Thursdays is consistently novel and dynamic.

First Thursdays at the AGO (c Art Gallery of Ontario)
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6.6 Recommendations Development updates
Summary
cost:

$$$

Cost
time:

¹¼¿

priority:

««

Maintaining a development noticeboard is an important task that the
WWBIA is encouraged to undertake. This recommendation would keep
WWBIA members informed about City projects and new developments, and collect information on planning, zoning, and other up-todate statistics. Having easily accessible up-to-date information is critical because the Wellington West and the surrounding area is rapidly
changing and developing.
Depending on the scope of the recommendation the WWBIA wishes to
cover, the amount of information relayed to BIA members can be highly varied. The practice can range from syndicating information from
headliners and municipal noticeboards, to a highly involved role in
representing the WWBIA in planning and development initiatives and
projects. The WWBIA could also assist members in completing planning-related applications. To fulfil this recommendation it is strongly
advised that the WWBIA hire a Planning and Development Officer as a
permanent position within the WWBIA office.

Requires hiring a full-time Planning and Development Officer, who can
have varied levels of responsibility. Cost estmates are based on entry-level salaries.

Basic Responsibilities ($30K)
• Represent the WWBIA: Support and attend regular planning review meetings and municipal public consultation events
• Attend WWBIA board meetings to update members
• Liaise with municipal partners and potential investors
• Identify and monitor upcoming and current developments occurring within the WWBIA and adjacent BIAs
• Relay planning and development updates on WWBIA website

Advanced Responsibilities ($40K)
• Undertake and manage neighbourhood studies and surveys to
acquire planning and development feedback from stakeholders
• Through all activities identify opportunities for neighbourhood
job creation, and skills enhancement.
• Research and prepare applications for neighbourhood financial
support
• Assist WWBIA members with application processes

Opportunity for Cost Sharing

Development notices are common in Wellington West
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The Hintonburg community has an existing website devoted to providing the community with development updates; creating a Planning
and Development Updates presents an opportunity for Hintonburg to
benefit from this recommendation as well. It is also an opportunity for
the WWBIA to re-establish ties with Hintonburg grounded in common
planning and development goals.
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Resources required
The Planning and Development Officer would require space at the BIA
office, as well as a workstation.

Priority and Timeframe
This recommendation is given ‘Medium’ priority due to the on-going
nature of the action. The timeframe must include developing several
baseline requirements such as:
• Acquiring approval from the WWBIA board members
• Clearly defining the scope of the development updates included
• Developing a Development Updates platform for the WWBIA
website
• Hiring process
• Training the new Planning and Development Officer
• Ongoing responsibility of the new Officer to fulfill his/her
responsibilities

Benefits and challenges
The new employee is strictly devoted to planning processes that affect
the WWBIA and its membership. As a result, this relieves the Executive
Director of additional responsibilities.

Reviewed best practice: Barrhaven BIA,
Ottawa, Ontario
Barrhaven is one of the fastest growing suburbs in
Ottawa. The urban development of Barrhaven is important to the Barrhaven BIA, which promotes a Smart
Growth approach to planning. The BBIA keeps members
informed about City projects and new developments, and
collects information on planning, zoning, and up-to-date
statistics. One unique feature that the BBIA maintains is
a land-use and zoning map, allowing anyone to quickly
see where businesses are in relation to commercial, residential, and institutional densities. The BBIA has also
commissioned several of its own studies on the market
and transportation. Attending public consultations, making presentations to Council and Committees, and liaising
with the City of Ottawa are also important planning-related functions the BBIA undertakes.

Maintaining a successful Development Updates program will require,
at least, time commitment. The greater the scope of the program, the
more time consuming and resource-intensive it will be for the WWBIA.
There is also a risk of politicising the WWBIA if it participates formally
in planning processes.

Urbanworks consulting
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6.7 Recommendations Member outreach
Summary
cost:

$$

time:

¹¼¿priority:«««

Although Wellington West has a strong social media presence and an
established insignia, the BIA should seek to strengthen equal member
recognition and involvement. Member outreach as well as branding
tensions emerged as common themes while conversing with stakeholders during the consultation process. It was found that many businesses located farther away from the BIA office and those that do not
have an online presence, particularly in Hintonburg, are unsupportive
or are completely unaware of any BIA initiatives. Some WWBIA members even identified with other communities such as Westboro or Historic Hintonburg. It is also crucial for the WWBIA to recognize that the
majority of the the Wellington West Arts community is based in Hintonburg.
Thus, it is recommended that the WWBIA focus on conducting outreach not only electronically via their e-mailing list and social media
outlets, but in person as well. Stakeholders feel that face-to-face interaction is critical in creating inclusivity as well as a sense of community
and belonging among BIA members. Rather than focus on re-branding with a heavier emphasis on the smaller communities within the
BIA (Historic Hintonburg, Wellington Village and Parkdale) which can
be costly, focus on more meaningful relationship building between the
BIA and its member businesses has the potential to create a unified
business community with stronger BIA brand loyalty and recognition
by all WWBIA members.
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Along with face-to-face interactions, it is also recommended that the
BIA office be rearranged to create a more welcoming and inviting space
for business members. The newly acquired additional office space on
the ground floor could be used to create a ‘welcome’ area where pamphlets, brochures and other BIA promotional and informative material
can be located. This space is also where the soon-to-be-hired Administrative assistant can sit, so that people are welcomed when they walk
into the office, rather than be greeted by a set of stairs.
Additionally, the business member census should be updated annually to ensure that new programming appropriately caters to the needs
of businesses. Lastly, Urbanworks has worked diligently in creating a
survey containing a series of best practices that may work well in the
WWBIA. It would be very beneficial to the WWBIA to distribute the
survey to businesses to conclusively determine which of the discussed
best practices do infact fit well and can enhance the BIA.

Cost
Since several tasks fall under member outreach, costs will vary depending on the task to be undertaken.
In-person, face-to-face outreach will not impose additional costs on
the WWBIA staff, though tasks and responsibilities would change to
accomodate it.
Rearranging the BIA office space will not be costly. A new desk and a
rack to hold promotional material may be needed, with a cost of $150,
upwards.   It will require manual labour and some time to rearrange
office furnishings to create the new welcoming space. A renovation of
the space would incur greater costs.
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Two part time or one full-time summer student interns will need to
be hired to update the BIA census annually. In order to do so, each
part time student may need to work for 280 hours each. If a full-time
student intern is hired, they may work 35 hours a week for a maximum
total of 16 weeks. Both options will cost $6,440.
To carry out the survey developed by Urbanworks will be of no cost to
the BIA. It can either be administered electronically via the BIA’s SurveyMonkey account or it can be completed when the BIA staff conducts face-to-face outreach.

Resources required
The different initiatives discussed will require little material resources.
A welcoming front office will require some new furnishings. To make
the location of th office known, a more impactful sign is recommended.  
The most important resource required is time. Regular face-to-face interaction and updating the census annually will be time intensive initiatives. Rearranging the office space will require a few days at most for
reorganization and assembly of any new office furnishings.

Benefits and challenges
Implementing the different components that fall under member outreach will improve the relationship between the BIA and its members.
Tensions may be relieved, which can lead to better interactions.  It will
strengthen the BIA’s identity as a cohesive business community, thus
reducing the need for any rebranding to satisfy all business members.
Face-to-face interaction is a powerful way for the WWBIA to show the
value it places on its membership. Members may be more encouraged
to promote the BIA community and the area, thus acting as a promotional and marketing strategy that draws people into Wellington West.
That said, patience will be necessary to achieve enhanced relationships
between the BIA and its members due to years of dismissal. It may also
be time consuming for in-person outreach to be conducted. However, with plans to hire a new staff member, the BIA will greatly benefit
by adding in-person outreach to their tasklist. Furthermore, it can get
quite costly  to have the BIA update the needed census annually.

Priority and Timeframe
This is a high priority recommendation. The front office should be ready
as soon as an administrative assistant is hired. Face-to-face interaction
with WWBIA members should become an important part of the organization’s communication scheme. While the annual census is important,
it is also necessary for the WWBIA to decide when an appropriate time
is to conduct such an activity: the summer is best for securing labour,
but it is also a busy period for much of the membership.

Urbanworks consulting
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6.8 Recommendations Summary
Implementation

Program Synergies

Each recommendation is assigned a priority:“Low,” “Medium,” or
“High.” High priority items should be considered and implemeted as
soon as possible. This includes the seminars (Rec. 3) and outreach activities (Rec. 7), which will have near immediate benefits to both the
WWBIA and its membership. Many of the other recommendations rely
on the relationship and communication structure set down in Recommendation 7.

Many of the recommendations contained in this report feed into and
support each other. Time, cost, and space savings can be realized if several of the recommendations are implemented in concert.

The only Low priority recommendation is the expansion of First Thursdays (Rec. 5). This is an existing event that has seen much success in
Wellington West. Expansion is an opportunity, but not a priority.
All other recommendations have been given a Medium priority, loosely defined as being completed within the next year. Some recommendations are contingent on external factors, such as the busy summer
season in which promotional bags (Rec. 1) can be distributed. Ideally,
these recommendations would align with external opportunities.

Storage for the Event Kit (Rec. 4) can be included in a rearrangement or
renovation of the WWBIA office (Rec. 7).
Expansion of the First Thursdays events (Rec. 5) benefits from the existence of an Event Kit, so it is recommended that the Kit be in place before event expansion is pursued. Kit materials will also be useful when
attending public events in Ottawa, where it can distribute Promotional
Bags (Rec. 1).
Social events (Rec. 2) could be held in conjunction with seminars (Rec.
3) should the WWBIA choose to host both these events internally. Both
programs benefit from the outreach opportunities presented in Recommendation 7, particularly since social media is one of the suggested
seminar topics.
Finally, the role of Planning and Development Officer (Rec. 6) may be
filled by the administrative assistant if only basic responsibilities are
pursued. This individual could also oversee the loan system necessary
for the Event Kit and supervise the census collection.
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Figure 29 Recommendation summary table
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7 Concluding remarks
As a relatively young organization, the Wellington West BIA has not
yet established a plan for achieving its mandate of supporting and
strengthening its membership in the continued success of their businesses. The programs Urbanworks has recommended build on the
existing strengths of the WWBIA and addresses some of the opportunities raised by members. These recommendations will help establish
Wellington West as a premier shopping, food, and arts destination.
Each recommendation touches on one or more themes that emerged
from the spatial analysis, document review, and stakeholder consultation:
• There is a feeling of division between the neighbourhoods of
Wellington Village and Hintonburg, so BIA programming should
address and fix this
• Not all members are engaged, so the BIA should adapt its communication methods
• The area is changing, so members should be made to feel valued as part of a business community
• Wellington West is increasingly becoming a destination within
Ottawa, so businesses should be proud to identify with that name
The leadership of the Wellington West BIA must act immediately and
continue to monitor its successes and opportunities. With a clear plan
for programming, an engaged and valued membership, and strong
leadership, Wellington West can achieve its vision.
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BIA Business Distribution
Appendix BIAWellington
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Food and dining sector distribution
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Appendix Professional service sector distribution
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Retail and fashion sector distribution
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Social media outreach in Ottawa BIAs
Wellington West
www. wellingtonwest.ca
Facebook 1372 likes
21 visits
Twitter 2914 followers
27 posts/week
Instagram 500 followers
6 posts/week
ByWard Market
www. byward-market.com
Facebook 3792 likes
4923 visits
Twitter 6741 followers
27 posts/weeks
Instagram Kanata North

Bank Street
bankstreet.ca
4243 likes
274 visits
1609 followers
5.75 posts/week
110 followers
0.5 posts/week
Downtown Rideau
downtownrideau.com
768 likes
1804 visits
2294 followers
10 posts/week
53 followers
1.14 posts/week
Manotick

www. kanatanorthbia.ca
Facebook 116 likes
2 visits
Twitter 931 followers
25 posts/weeks
Instagram Sparks Street Mall

manotickvillage.com
474 likes
0 visits
1245 followers
3.25 posts/week
Vanier
(Quartier Vanier)
vanierbia.com
2717 likes
14 visits
450 followers
No activity since April
-

www. sparkslive.com
Facebook 14519 likes
0 visits
Twitter 4380 followers
109 posts/month
Instagram -

Barrhaven
barrhavenbia.ca
848 likes
0 visits
Glebe
glebebia.com
3615 likes
148 visits
1353 followers
2.75 posts/week
Preston Street
(Little Italy)
prestonstreetbia.com
77 likes
0 visits
79 followers
0 posts
Westboro Village
westborovillage.com
410 likes
79 visits
2907 followers
5 posts/month
49 followers

Bells Corners
bellscornersbia.ca
145 likes
15 visits
559 followers
1 post/week
Heart of Orleans
shopstjoseph.ca
871 likes
10 visits
737 followers
22 posts/weeks
Somerset Street Chinatown
ottawachinatown.ca
2254 likes
365 visits
974 followers
1.25 posts/month
Facebook statistics were gathered
October 2nd, 2014. Twitter statistics
are from the week of September 25th
(inclusive) to October 2nd, 2014 or a
weekly average of the month of September if the total number of Tweets
is less than five for the established
timeframe. Instagram statistics from
September, 2014.
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